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Abstract
Background: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative
disorder of the central nervous system and is the second most commonly
found movement disorder in elders. It is mainly caused by progressive
loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra (SN) region of
the midbrain. PD has affected millions of people worldwide. Since
the exact understanding of brain functioning seems to be mammoth
task, scores of research has been carried out to identify the biomarkers
responsible for Parkinson’s disease. Now a day’s several models are
being used to understand the behaviour of the complex systems like
brain. In this regard, one of the most important tools is “modelling”.
Mathematical modelling not only helps in better understanding
of the disease, but also in early diagnosis thus minimizing the trialand error attempts. This type of quantitative analysis can enhance
understanding of the disorders, behaviour and symptoms. Further,
it is cost-effective and efficient as it correlates different biomarkers
that help neurologists in taking better decisions. However, we must
note that its practical implementation requires human intelligence to
authenticate the predicted results.
Objective: The objective of this study is to develop a mathematical
model describing the correlation between Plasma and other
biomarkers responsible for Parkinson’s disease.
Methods: For this study the subject’s data (Patients as well as
Controls) has been collected from PPMI dataset. The aim of PPMI is to
identify one or more biomarkers of PD progression. The study is being
sponsored by The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research.
The comprehensive PPMI database and biorepository includes
(a)

Clinical and behavioral assessments

(b)

Imaging data

(c)
Biospecimens: Cerebral Spinal fluid, DNA, RNA, Plasma,
serum and urine. The biospecimens that have been used in this study
are taken from PPMI database and biorepository.
Results: After the analysis it is observed that PD is positively
correlated with RNA and Serum and negatively correlated with CSF.
Extraction of blood sample is easier to obtain and is affordable,
however the concentration of most of the biomarkers are much lower
in blood than in CSF and there exists contamination by plasma proteins
which is not related to neuropathological processes. The correlation
between different biospecimens is represented by
(ml)

Plasma (ml) = 2.49-0.142CSF (ml) + 10.42RNA (ml) + 0.5873 Serum

Finally, it was observed that the accuracy of the model varied
with different values of biomarkers and clinical characteristics and
could be further improved by taking into account large dataset. Also,
the results arrived are to be used along with human intelligence for
practical implementation.
Conclusions: A mathematical model has been developed for PD
progression. The model utilizes widely available, cost-effective, noninvasive biomarkers that can be used to improve patient selection in
clinical trials and identify PD patients for early treatment. This would
help the neurologist in taking better decisions. We need to understand
that these predicted results are to be complemented with human
intelligence for clinical implementation.
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Introduction
The causes of Parkinson’s disease (2nd most common
neurodegenerative disorder) are still unknown. It is believed that
in most of the cases the non genetic factors causes a main portion
of all PD cases rather than the major gene mutation which causes
only a small portion of PD cases. The identification between various
neurodegenerative diseases like AD and PD becomes very difficult
because many of them share common features. AD is primarily a
memory disorder whereas Parkinson’s is a movement disorder but in
both the cases brain cells get damaged, they are progressive in nature
and get worse over time [1]. Thus there is a need of mathematical
models that can help neurologists in taking better decisions. With the
advancement in mathematics and computing researchers are striving
to develop the models [2]. Dr. Ahmed Moustafa (UWS MARCS
Institute) is testing new mathematical models to help neurologists for
diagnosing PD. According to him for better diagnosis and treatment
the neurologists have to rely on both human as well as machine
intelligence. In this paper, we present a mathematical model for
PD relating the patient’s specific biomarkers like Plasma, RNA, and
CSF. After the information is processed, the model developed will
provide the correlation between the biomarkers. By doing the result
analysis the doctors can take the decisions about the planned course
of treatment.
Biomarkers are the indicators of some biological condition or state
that can be measured and evaluated as indicators of normal biological
processes, pathogenic processes or pharmacological responses to
therapeutic interventions. Biomarker indicates the severity of a disease
in particular and thus associated with clinical relevance [3,4]. Hence
for the differential diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of PD, we
need early, sensitive, specific, and economical peripheral and central
biomarker(s). These can be classified as clinical, biochemical, genetic,
proteomic, and neuroimaging biomarkers. Research efforts show the
changes in various biomarkers like Plasma, RNA, CSF and Serum
exists in case of PD. For the modelling purpose we have collected the
details of biomarkers of Parkinson’s disease patients from Parkinson’s
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Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI) organization. The aim of
PPMI is to identify the biomarkers of PD progression and provide it
to various researchers, so that efficient methods would be developed
for detection of this disease. Alternatively, this would be helping the
clinicians in making better decisions.

Review of Literature
Parkinson’s disease can be categorized as Idiopathic/Sporadic
Parkinsonism and Genetic Parkinsonism. According to a new
research published in JAMA Neurology, people suffering from PD
because of mutations in a gene called parkin have different signs and
symptoms from those people with non-inherited PD. Idiopathic/
Sporadic means that it has no known cause. It is believed that the
majority of PD cases are classified as Sporadic/Idiopathic, and occur
in people with no family history of the disorder. Sporadic cases are
likely to be the result of a complex interaction of environmental
factors like head injury, gender, occupation, pesticide exposure etc.
[5]. Clinicians have a hope that “Biomarkers” can help the doctors
to some extent. Thus the main aim of using Biomarkers is to help the
neurologist in diagnosing the disease, keep track of the progression
of the disease and help in identifying therapeutic targets. Although
various potential markers for PD are available, they can be categorized
in three main categories as Imaging, Clinical Testing Procedures and
Biochemical and genetic biomarkers [3]. Imaging includes many
techniques like MRI, SPECT, PET, fMRI to analyze the loss of neurons
in different parts of brain [6,7]. Every Imaging technique has its pros
and cons like PET scans possess the advantage of having high spatial
resolution, SPECT scans are cheaper etc. But the disadvantage of PET
and SPECT is that intervention of radioactive nucleotides within
the body. Out of various Imaging Biomarkers, MRI is preferred
because of its non invasiveness, cost (less costly), harmlessness and
high spatial resolution [8,9]. Literature shows that the use of MRI
for reliable and accurate diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease has become
very vibrant [10]. In this regard the automatic approach based on
Machine learning is playing a vital role for PD detection. Machine
learning approach deals with various issues in medical datasets like
incompleteness, incorrectness, inexactness, sparseness etc., thus
would be helpful in early diagnosis of the disease. Much work has
been done in this field by various researchers [11-14].
Second category of biomarkers is the clinical test biomarkers.
These are important for analyzing the variations in symptoms response
with respect to treatment given, which is critical for the clinicians.
Preclinical tests will help the neurologists in differentiating PD from
other causes of Parkinsonism. Thus it may help the neurologists in
diagnosing this disease before the patients’ stage become critical. PD
is characterized by motor and nonmotor symptoms. Primary motor
symptoms of PD include tremor of the hands, arms, legs, jaw and face,
slowness of movement, rigidity of the limbs and postural shakiness
[15]. In addition to the above mentioned symptoms, there are some
non-motor symptoms like depression, loss of memory which may
occur and affect the quality of life. The state of PD patients that occurs
before the motor symptoms is called the Preclinical PD [16]. Thus
sometimes non motor symptoms like depression, anxiety etc. appears
prior to motor symptoms. Thus a test must be developed for PD
specific patients for validating the non motor symptoms. Sometimes
rating methods like Hoehn and Yahr scale (1967), Unified Parkinson’s
J Parkinsons Dis Alzheimer Dis 3(2): 6 (2016)

Disease Rating scale (UPDRS) etc. are used for diagnosing purpose.
However, these types of rating methods need skilled people. Also time
and cooperation is required from the patients for a longer time [17].
Foltynie et al. discussed the concept of heterogeneity in Idiopathic
Parkinson’s disease [18]. The authors also explored how these markers
are likely to help in classifying the diseased population by patterns of
presentation and progression. In some of the cases, vision may also
get affected because there is a change in intraretinal dopaminergic
transmission in amarcrine. Thus through the test of retinal function,
pathological changes in the basal ganglia can be correlated in patients.
Some of the neuroImaging biomarkers of preclinical PD are DAT
SPECT for SPECT, F-fluorodopa and DAT PET for PET [19]. It was
observed that there is reduction in F18 activity or in DAT binding in
patients with PD as compared to normal people [20]. For diagnosis
and differential diagnosis of movement disorders of PD patient’s
transactional B-mode sonography is also used over the last 15 years.
Sonographic features like hyperechogenicity in substantia nigra [21],
Iron in substantia nigra for fMRI etc. might help the diagnosis of
PD & other movement disorder [17,22]. The mentioned techniques
have their advantages as well as disadvantages like PET are helpful in
preclinical PD diagnosis but PET is costly and may be exaggerated by
levodopa [23].
3rd category of biomarkers of PD is Genetic and Neurochemical
biomarkers. As mentioned in the literature, that the cause of PD is
loss of neurons in dopamine region of the patients. It may be caused
as a result of environmental, genetic and some other factors like side
effect of some other medicines. Thus by assessing the concentrations
of α- synuclein levels in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), PD patients can be
discriminated from the healthy persons. It was observed that levels of
α-synuclein get decreased in patients with PD as compared to healthy
controls [24]. The biomarkers for CSF are α-synuclein, leucine -rich
repeat kinase (LRRK2) that would be helpful in diagnosing PD. The
biomarkers for blood are α-synuclein, urate etc. Other biomarkers
include observing the uric acid levels, urate levels in blood and CSF,
plasma concentration etc. Uric acid levels gets reduced in patients
with PD [25], decreasing urate levels increase the risk of Parkinson
[26], high plasma concentration increased the risk of developing PD
[27].
Although various biomarkers are available for diagnosing
purpose, but no single biomarker is able to do it comprehensively
for PD because of the heterogeneous nature of this disease. Thus
it is essential that integration of some of the techniques must be
used for PD detection like the clinical assessment (using specific
questionnaire) can be integrated with Imaging Modalities. Some of
the laboratory biomarkers like blood, CSF, RNA, Serum etc. can be
employed in addition with the above test for effective diagnosing of
this disease.

Objective
Biomarkers are helpful in measuring the progression of a
disease, and progression of PD is measured by the change in total
score obtained by subtracting the baseline visit values from a final
study endpoint. It may vary with time and not necessary be same
for all the patients. Thus the objective of this study is to develop a
mathematical model describing the correlation between Plasma and
various features. As already mentioned [27] that Plasma is positively
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correlated with PD. Hence, the correlation of Plasma with other
features gives an additional insight towards PD detection. For this
purpose we have collected the data from PPMI organization. The
description of the collected data is as follows.
Data acquisition
For PD detection the data of Patients as well as Controls were
obtained from PPMI (http://www.ppmi-info.org). The aim of PPMI
is to identify the biomarkers of PD progression. PPMI dataset study
is sponsored by The Michael J. Fox Foundation, so that efficient
methods would be developed for detection of this disease. Table 1
shows the demographic details of the subjects, used for this study.
Data analysis
Data analysis means to clean, transform and model the data
aiming the extraction of useful information that would be helpful
in making efficient decision making. After collecting the data from
PPMI organization, analysis of the data for Parkinson’s disease has
been carried out to find out which of the above mentioned features
are dependant and correlated with Plasma. As the plasma correlation
with PD has been studied [27]. Figures 1-4 graphs show the run time
analysis of plasma, serum, CSF, RNA. For the analysis purpose it is
necessary to make the hypothesis that can be rejected or accepted
according to p-values [28].

Figure 1: Run chart of plasma.

A null hypothesis states that there exists no statistical significance
between the variables in the hypothesis. Null hypothesis formulated in
this paper is: There is no statistically significant relationship between
Parkinson’s disease and clinical biomarkers like Plasma, Serum, CSF
and RNA.
Alternative hypothesis: An alternative hypothesis is opposite of
the null hypothesis. So the alternative hypothesis would be that there
exists a statistical significant relationship between Plasma and clinical
biomarkers like Serum, CSF and RNA.
Figures 1-4 shows the “Run Chart” of the above mentioned
features. Run chart or run-sequence plot [29] is used to represent
the observed data in time sequence manner i.e. in run chart, the
observations shown on the y axis, are graphed against a time period
on the x axis. For example, run chart in Figure 1 represents the value
of plasma for PD patient against the no. of observations. A run chart
also used to identify four types of non random patterns like mixture
patterns (p-value for mixtures is less than 0.05), cluster patterns
(p-value for clustering is less than 0.05,), oscillating patterns (p-value
for oscillation is less than 0.05) and trend patterns (p-value for trends
is less than 0.05). The statistics for run chart are Mean, Maximum,
Minimum, Sample Size, Range, Standard deviation. The approximate
p-values for the above mentioned patterns are greater than significant
level (0.05).
This means that randomness is not present in our dataset.
An average line in run chart represents the movement of the data
away from the mean [30]. Matrix plot is another type of graph used
to assess the relationship between a variety of variables same time.
Basically it’s a combination of individual scatter plots. A matrix plot
is useful when the no. of variables is large and relationship between all
pairs of variables is required. Figure 5 shows the matrix plot of Plasma
vs RNA, Plasma vs CSF and Plasma vs Serum.
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Figure 2: Run chart of serum.

Figure 3: Run chart of CSF.
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In this paper our hypothesis is to prove whether RNA, CSF
and serum are related with Plasma or not. To prove this statement
relationship between several features need to be evaluated. We
collected data on the number of patients, value of each of the feature
for different cases ranging the age from 38 to 72. As it is clear from the
Figure 5 that it is a Y vs X type of plot i.e. for each possible Y-X pair,
when the value of Y is specified, we get the relationship with X axis
variables. Thus it is clear from the Figures 5a-5c that at the same time
values of CSF, Serum, RNA can be found for every value of Plasma
and in the range of plasma values around 1 to 4.2, these values are
more concentrated.

Results and Discussions
Analysis of Variance or ANOVA tests are useful for testing
whether three or more means of variables are statistically significant or
not. Conceptually it is similar to multiple two-sample t-tests. Fisher,
a great English Statistician (1890-1962), first developed ANOVA, for
agriculture data. Two assumptions undertaken by Hogg and Ledolter
for ANOVA test were [31]:
(1) The values for each level follow a Gaussian distribution curve
i.e. must be normally distributive.

Figure 4: Run chart of RNA.

(2) Homogeneity of Variance must exist i.e. the variances are the
same for each level.

M atrix Plot of Plasma(ml) vs CSF(ml), R N A(ml), Serum(ml)
0.00

0.08

Analysis of Variance summary for the dataset used for Parkinson’s
disease in this paper is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 5: Matrix plot.

It is clear from the Table 2 that the p-values for the RNA and Serum
are less than 0.05. This shows that RNA and Serum are statistically
significant, thus are positively correlated with the disease. Statistically
significant means the effect of RNA and Serum on Plasma is positive.
CSF is not significant because p value is greater than 0.05. This shows
that CSF is negatively correlated with the disease. This result has been
validated with the previous work available in the form of research
papers [25,26]. Due to this statistically significant interaction, we
need to report the effects; that is, the effect of an independent variable
at each level of the other independent variable.

Table 1: Demographic details of the subjects.
Subjects

Subject Details
No. of
Persons

Sex (M/F)

Age (range)

CSF (ml)
(mean
volume)

RNA (ml)
(mean
volume)

Plasma
(ml) (mean
volume)

Serum
(ml) (mean
volume)

DNA (ml)
(mean
volume)

Urine
(ml) (mean
volume)

PD subjects

78

50/28

38-72

13.9

0.138

4.097

3.613

0.49

12.48

Controls

70

38/ 32

43-72

14.1

0.1

4.3

3.9

0.4

13.01

Table 2: Analysis of variance.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Regression

3

33.4639

11.1546

51.46

0

CSF (ml)

1

0.3033

0.3033

1.4

0.241

RNA (ml)

1

2.0589

2.0589

9.5

0.003

Serum (ml)

1

17.9295

17.9295

82.72

0.001

Error

74

16.0398

0.2168

Total

77

49.5037
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Table 3 below shows the model summary generated for the
assumed dataset for PD. R-squared is used to measure the closeness
of data to the fitted regression line. The value of R-squared is always
between 0 and 100%. Higher the value means, better the model fits the
data. The low predicted value indicates that the model could generate
results with less accuracy in some observations. The p-value for each
feature or term like CSF, RNA, and Serum is used to test the null
hypothesis, so there are 3 cases we can consider:
(1) If the p-value of the coefficient is equal to zero this means it
has no effect.
(2) A low p-value (< 0.05) indicates that the null hypothesis can
be rejected. In other words, a predictor that has a low p-value is likely
to be a meaningful addition to the model because changes in the
predictor’s value are related to changes in the response variable.
(3) A larger p-value indicates that changes in the predictor are not
associated with changes in the response, thus it can be rejected or it is
insignificant or negatively correlated.
It is clear from the Table 4 below, that the predictor variables of
RNA and Serum are significant because of their p-values i.e. 0.003
and 0.001 respectively. However, the p-value for CSF (0.241) is
greater than the common alpha level of 0.05, which indicates that it is
statistically insignificant or negatively correlated. Regression equation
has been generated for the variables. As the variables RNA and Serum
are significant or positively correlated with Plasma, thus represented
with positive sign. CSF is shown with negative sign means that it is
negatively correlated with Plasma.
Regression equation
There are significant evidences from the literature that tremor’s
severity is directly correlated with plasma [24]. Thus, plasma could
be a useful biomarker for PD diagnosis. Further, analysis on plasma
indicates its dependency on various other biomarkers like RNA
and Serum. Equation 1 represents the plasma relation with other
biomarkers.
Plasma (ml) = 2.49-0.142 CSF (ml) + 10.42 RNA (ml) + 0.5873
Serum (ml)
(1)
When different values of CSF, RNA and Serum are being
evaluated, the obtained plasma values are lying in the range of 2 4.1. To illustrate this, for values of CSF (13.472), RNA (0.1185) and
Serum (3.44) the value of plasma = 3.83206 is obtained which is an
Table 3: Model summary.
S

R-sq

R-sq (adj)

R-sq (Pred)

0.465568

67.60%

66.29%

53.39%

Coefficient SE Coefficient

T-Value

P-Value

Constant

2.49

1.72

1.45

0.151

CSF (ml)

-0.142

0.120

-1.18

0.241

1.02

RNA (ml)

10.42

3.38

3.08

0.003

1.30

Serum (ml)

0.5873

0.0646

9.09

0.001

1.31

J Parkinsons Dis Alzheimer Dis 3(2): 6 (2016)

The derived model is also validated on a few other samples from
PPMI data set like for CSF(14.725), RNA (0.14) and Serum (4.285) the
value of plasma was found to be approximately 4.5 which indicates the
possibility of a healthy subject [Patient id 3390-healthy control]. Even
though we have been diligent while working on the plasma model,
the results thus obtained should be interpreted with caution. This is
due to the small sample size available with us for arriving at the above
described model. When different values of CSF, RNA and Serum are
being evaluated, the obtained plasma values are lying in the range of
2-4.1. To illustrate this, for values of CSF (13.472), RNA (0.1185) and
Serum (3.44) the value of plasma = 3.83206 is obtained which is an
indication of Parkinson’s patient [Patient id 3021: PD patient] = 2.49(0.142*13.472) + (10.42*0.1185) + (0.5873*3.44).

Conclusions
PD is currently recognized as the second most common
neurodegenerative diseases that has affected millions of people
worldwide. Even if a perfect biomarker is not currently available we
can advance in the definition of biomarkers profile that characterizes
any neurodegenerative disease. Although by using imaging
modalities like PET, MRI, fMRI and machine learning techniques, it
is possible to find the differences between grey matter, white matter
and CSF in patients as well as healthy control. But many times these
methods are not affordable by the patients. Thus, there is a strong
need to identify an alternative method which is economical as well
as accurate. Extraction of blood sample is easier to obtain and is
affordable, however the concentration of most of the biomarkers are
much lower in blood than in CSF and there exists contamination by
plasma proteins which is not related to neuropathological processes.
In the literature it has been studied that PD is positively correlated
with Plasma. In this paper we have tried to find the correlation
between plasma and other biomarkers like RNA, CSF and Serum. It
has been concluded that PD is correlated with RNA and Serum and
negatively correlated with CSF. However, our work is limited due
to small sample size of the data available. The research in this area
is hindered by a number of challenges, including the difficulties in
collecting the adequate samples for validation studies. The purpose
is to study and identify a reliable biomarker of neurodegenerative
diseases in peripheral blood, the CSF, or other readily accessible
tissue which is much affordable for the masses. In future we will try
to integrate more number of biomarkers so that PD detection can
be done more accurately and efficiently. The results arrived are to be
used along with human intelligence for practical implementation.
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